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Docket No. 52-002

U.S. Nuclear R:gulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: llesponse to NitC Itequests for Additional Information

lleference: Letter, Plant Systems llranch RAls, T. V. Wambach (NitC) to II. II.
Kennedy (C li), dated October 10,1991

Dear Sirs:

lhe Reference requested additional information for the NRC staff review of the
Combustior, lingineering Standard Safety Analysis Report - Design Certification (CliSSAR-
DC). linclosure I to this letter provides our responses to a number of these questions
including corresponding revisions to CIISSAR DC. Responses to the remaining questions
of the Reference will be provided by separate correspondence.

Should you have any questions on the enclosed material, please contact me or hir. Stan
Ritterbusch of my staff a'. (203) 285 5206.

Very truly yours,

COh113USTION IINGINiiliRING, INC.

<
!.C.13.13rinkman

Acting Director
Nuclear Systems Licensing

vs/lw
linclosures: As Stated

cc: J. Trotter (liPRI)
T. Wambach (NRC)

ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power
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QUESTION 270.1

In response to RAI 270.1 parts a through h, a substantial
amount of information that was provided in the March 15,
1991 response (LD-91-012) was not fully incorporated into
the text of Section 3.11, for example the references to
compliance with the requirements of 10CFR50.49 in response
to RAI 270.1(f) has not been incorporated into the Amendment
I version of the CESSAR-DC for the System 80+. The

_

information provided in the responses to the RAIs should be
fully incorporated into the text of the CESSAR-DC.
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RESPONSE TO 270.1

C-E conducted a review of CESSAR-DC Section 3.11 and the
March 15, 1991 responses (LD-91-012) to determine if any
further information should be incorporated into CESSAR-DC.
Listed below are the results of that reviews

(1) Items (a) through (d-1) have been fully
incorporated into Amendment I of CESSAR-DC;

(2) The following paragraph will be added to Section
3.11.3.2 to further incorporate C-E's response
to item (d-2); note that lists identifying
mechanical equipment components follows the
procurement and qualification process: " Lists
identifying the components of mechanical equipment
and a bill of materials will be available in
accordance with CENPD-255-A, Rev. 3";

(3) Item (d-3) has been fully incorporated into
Amenddient I of CESSAR-DC;

(4) Item (d-4) is covered by the response in (2) above;

(5) The following words will be added to Section
3.11.3.2 to further incorporate C-E's response
to item (d-5): "The evaluation of environmental
adequacy of equipment is initiated by the full
definition of environmental requirements in
equipment specifications, as stated above. Test
reports and analyses which substantiate operability
after exposure to the environment, and the quality-

assuranca docmnentation, will be filed and
available for staff audit, as discussed it. Section
6.0, Documentation, of CENPD-255-A, Rev. 3 by the
owner-operator";

(6) The following words will be added to Section
3.11.2.1 of CESSAR-DC to further incorporate
C-E's response to item (c): "The detailed
maintenance / surveillance program will be developed
based on the specific equipment for that plant and
the results of qualificatter. testing and' analysis.
for that equipment. This program is the
responsibility of the owner-operator";

(7) The following words will be added to Section 3.11.2
to further-incorporate C-E's response to item-

(f): "...and, as a result, System 80+ will comply
with 10CFR50.49 consistent with CENPD-255-A, Rev.

|
3";

l

(8) Item (g) is not applicable to incorporation into
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CESSAR-DC and item (h) has been fully incorporated
into Amendment I of CESSAR-DC.

The as-stated changes above will be incorporated into a
future Amendment of CESSAR-DC.
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Chemical Spray

After a postulated accident, such as the LOCA or MSLB, components
located in the containment building may be exposed to a chemical
spray. Equipment is environmentally tested to these conditions] D
and performance requirements demonstrated during and af ter - the
test. The most severe spray composition is determined by single
failure analysis of-the spray system. Corrosion effects due to
long term exposure will be addressed, as appropriate.

Where qualification for chemical spray- environment is required,
the simulated spray will be initiated at the time shown in
Appendix 3.11A.

Typical values of chemical spray composition, concentration and
pH are defined in . Appendix 3.11A, Tables 3.11A-1, 3.11A-2 and'
3.11A-3.

3.11.3 QUALIFICATION TEST RESULTS

3.11.3.1 Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment
|

Qualification testing and analyses. of instrumentation and
Uelectrical equipment are discussed in Reference 1.

3.11.3.2 Mechanical Equipment

Mechanical equipment-is relatively insensitive to environmental
conditions considering that service conditions usually far exceed
environmental conditions. For mechanical- equipment the service
requirements and.the-environmental. requirements are fully defined
in the design specifications. The equipment-- designer ' selects
materials based on extensive. testing _and long-time service which
is compatible with the requirements. Quality assurance of design
and quality control of-processes assure that the component' meets
the- specification requirements. . Further, the design /
manufacturing. ' organization certifies compliance. In-service I

sur'veillance and maintenance programs, followed by refurbishment
or replacement of parts if necessary, is further assurance that
tgesafetyequipmentisoper'ble.! a

,
'

T^sne+ 8 M)11.4 CLASS 1E INSTRUMENTATION LOSS OF VENTILATION EFFECTS

l The need for the HVAC systems and the design bases which prevent
*

the loss of essential ventilation are - described ~ 1n Sections : 6.4-
and . 9. 4. In general,. the two division concept of 'this plant
provides 100% redundancy'of all essential equipment and the HVAC
system. In event of a ' failure of -- one . system to deliver the

Amendment I
3.11-6 December 21, 1990

!
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3.11.1 EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS

appendix 3.11B lists the ' equipment required to mitigate a DBA or |I
to attain a safe shutdown. Specific equipment for each system
is discussed in the appropriate section of the Safety Analysis
Report as referenced in Appendix 3.11B. The major compontat

,

categories, such as motor-operated valves, pump motors,
instrumentation and pressure boundary egalpment and their jy
location by area are also provided.

3.11.2 QUALIFICATION TESTS AND ANALYSES

Qualification of electrical equipment is in accordance wit; the
program outlined in CENPD-255-A, -Rev 3 (Reference 1). This
document, written to comply with IEEE Std. 323-1974 and Category
1 of NUREG-0588, was accepted by the NRC Standardization &
Special Projects Branch in Septen'ber l'383x t The 1983 version

2hs=+ b introduces an 'Ellerna~te tesE profile which allows for the
substitution of testing twice at the spr.cified service condition
as a substitute for testing once at n profile which includes
margins. For some rluipment, System 00+ utilizes this option as
an exception to IEEE Std. 323-1974. As written, CENPD-2SS-A
applies to Combustion Engineering-(C-E) supplied equipment. For
system 80+ it is extended to include the bop.

3.11.2.1 Mechanical and Electrical Component Environmental
Design and Qualification for Normal Operation- I

Equipment which, due to its lochtion, is not significantly.

af fected environmentally by the DBA is said to exist'in a mild
(normal plus abnormal service conditions) environment. The

-treatment-for mild environment is taken from-IEEE-Std. 323-1983
rather than - the 1974 version, which does not . distinguish mild
environment. For this equipment, if - no significant- aging
mechanism at mild conditions can be identified a qualified. lif e
is.not required. This applies to both electrical and mechanical--
equipment. If tne predicted life based on experience, aging

,

analysis, or-tests is less than the design life _ of ^ the plant, j
that equipment is subjected to a surveillance program _ and a
preventative maintenance program that' restores it to qualified
operability. 9

Appendix 3.11A provides the ranges of the design temperatures,,

pressures, and humidities, and radiation- for- typical mild
environment areas in which safety-related equipment listed in
Appendix 3.11B is located.

Amendment I
3.11-2 December 21, 1990

_ - - - _ _ - _ - - _
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The following INSERTS will be inserted into the
appropriately marked CESSAR-DC Section:

INSERT A
The evaluation of environmental adequacy of equipment is
initiated by the full definition of environmental
requirements in equipment specifications, as stated above.
Test reports and analyses which substantiate operability
after exposure to the environment, and the quality assurance
documentation, will be filed and available for staff audit,
as discussed in Section 6.0, Documentation, of CENPD-255-A,
Rev. 3 by the owner-operator.

INSERT B

Lists identifying the components of mechanical equipment and
a bill of materials will be available in accordance with
CENPD-255-A, Rev. 3.

INSERT C

The detailed maintenance / surveillance program for specific
plants will be developed based on the specific equipment for
that plant and the results of qualification testing and
analysis for that equipment. This program is the
responsibility of the owner-operator.

INSERT D

and, as a result, System 80+ will comply with 10CFR50.49
consistent with CENPD-255-A, Rev. 3.

.
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OUESTION.270.2

a. The NRC staff has not accepted IEEE Std. 323-1983. Justify
the use of the definition for a mild environment from this
standard for the System 80+.

b. CENPD-255-A was originally accepted for use for the
components identified as being supplied by Combustion
Engineering. It is not readily apparent that the program
outlined in this document can simply be extended-to include
the BOP. Provide a justification for the use of the program
for BOP equipment and an explanation of how the program will
be applied to the BOP.

c. In the discussion on Radiation For Harsh And Non-Harsh
Enyironment Equipment reference is made to radiation above
10 Rads as the level for which_cquipment will be irradiated
toitsanticfpatedTIDpriortotypetesting.Thislevel
should be 10 Rads and above.

d. Table 3.11B-1 uses descriptive terms to describe the
required duration of_ operation during a design basis
accident, such as continuous, short term, varies, and
intermittent. Provide a more quantitative definition of
these terms.

e. The meaning of the discussion of the testing procedure in
Section 3.11.5.3 is not entirely clear. Clarify the
procedure to be used to test equipment not subjected to a
steam environment during DBA. Verify that the equipment is
to be tested during the exposure to a high humidity
environment rather than the equipment is to be subjected to
a high humidity environment and subsequently tested,

f. In Section 3.11.5.4 reference is made to qualification by
type test and/or analysis supported by partial type test
data. 10 CFR 50.49 does not allow for qualification by
analysis only. More fully describe what is meant by analysis
and partial type test and show that this combination meets
the requirements for testing-and analysis allowed by 10 CFR
50.49.

_ .
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RESPONSE TO 270.2

a. The defirition of a mild environment is specified in IEEE e

323-1983 as follows: "An environment expected as a result of
normal service and extremes (abnormal) in service conditions
where scismic is the only design basis event (DBE) of
consequence." This definition is similar to the definition i

in CENPD-255-A, Rev. 3 for a Non-Harsh Environment which
states that equipment located in a non-harsh environment
will be qualified for the normal and abnormal local-
environment and a seismic event. There is no practical
difference between the two definitions. The IEEE Standard
does not introduce any new meanings to the definition for a
non-harsh environment and, therefore, C-E believes that use
of the IEEE 323-1983 definition for a mild environment is
justified for System 80+,

b. CENPD-255-A, Rev. 3, Qualification of Class lE Electrical
Equipment, originally written to cover equipment within-
C-E's scope of supply, provides an acceptable methodology to
meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974 and the " Category I"
requirements of NUREG-0588 to qualify Class lE equipment for
use in a nuclear power plant. This methodology can be
applied to all Class lE equipment. Therefore, whether the
electrical equipment is supplied by C-E or others, the
methodology to qualify all Class 1E electrical equipment for
use in a nuclear power plant is the same,,

The wording in CESSAR-DC Section 3.11.2.2 was taken-fgomc.
CENPD-255-A, Rev. 3, Section 3.4.2.1. The value of 10 Rads
has been determined to represent the absorbed dose leve]
above which ghe effects of radiation on materials must be
analyzed. 10 Rads is,-however, considered to be a level-
well below the radiation damage threshold of materials. The
radiation damage threshold is that level at which a change
-in material property can first be detected. For

_
_

cogservatism, if a threshgld value is-defined as less-than
10 Rads, the value of-10 Rads is used as the upper bound
to envelope all conditions. Therefore,' damage _would be-
expected and equipment woyld.be' tested only when the-|

absorbed dose is above 10 Rads..

d. A more quantitative definition of the. descriptive terms used
in Table 3.11B-1 of CESSAR-DC to describe the required
duration of operation during a design basis accident is as
follows:

continuous - the specific component is required to
operate throughout the design basis
accident withoutLinterruption.(i.e. up to
six months);

short-term - the component is required to operate
one time during the design basis accident

-. . - -, . . - . - - . . - , .- , . -.- - - . - .... -. - . - -
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(i.e. approximately-a few' seconds up to a-
few hours depending on the component and
depending on the-event);

1

varies - the component is capable of operating '

throughout the design basis accident (up to
six months) depending on the situation, but it
is not needed if something~else can perform
the same task; |

intermittent - the componcit is capable of operating
throughout the design basis accident
(i.e.-up to six months), starting and

_

stopping on:an as-needed basis,

e. When equipment is not subjected to a steam environment.
during a DBA but is required to operate in a high humidity
environment. its operability in that high humidity is
demonstrated by test..The equipment is tested prior to-the
application of the high humidity environment (baseline),
tested wh!'e exposed to the high humidity environment to
prove- operitbility and again tested af ter removal of the high
humidity environment (baseline). The comparison of the.
baseline tests. determine if any degradation is present and
to meet failure criteria that equipment must operate prior.
to, during and after an event (condition).

f. C-E makes no claim in Section 3.11.5.4 in CESSAR-DC that
equipment qualification for submergence is by analysis only,
However, C-E does state in Section 3.11.5.4 that
qualification for submergence may be demonstrated by
analysis supported by partial type test data. This meets the
10 CFR 50.49 criteria.

The qualification analyses are described in-Section 5.2.1 of
CENPD-255-A, Rev. 3.

|
,

I
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NRC Ougstion 281.34

The response to RAI 281.34 indicated that Section 9.1.3.3 would be revised
to include part of the response. Amendment I of Section 9.1.3.3 does not
include the revision.

Eg}ponse to NRC Ouestion 281.34

It is intended that the next amendment to CESSAR-DC will include the sampling
and pool purification demineralizer resin replacement criteria stated in ourprevious response.

This information will be included in Section 9.1.3.2.2.5and 9.1.3.3.3 of CESSAR-DC. Revised Sections are included for information,

c

_ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ - - - - - - _ - - - 1
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Qagstion 410.54

The response to RAI 410.54 is incomplete, Please provide
the values for the maximum lifting height assumed for each
case analyzed.

BesDonse 410.54
''

Lift heights and grapple weights are not known prior to
final procurement of the refueling machine used in the fuel
building. System 80+ spent fuel racks can absorb an impact
energy of 93,100 inch-lbs without exceeding the rack K"kbat
criteria. The refueling equipment will be designed so
the maximum impant energy resulting from a dropped fuel
assembly and handling tool, a dropped handling tool or any
other dropped fuel handling related load from their maximum
respective lift heights will not exceed the energy absorbing
c'nacity of the fuel rack while maintaining-K criteria.

addition, administrative controls will limTbfthe size andI .

12 t height of any other non fuel handling leads that are
carried over the fuel racks such that this maximum impact
energy is not exceeded.

s,

..

|
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' guettion 410,55(a): .

The response to RAI 410.55(a) is considered not adequate. Provide, as a
minimum, the heat removal rates required to meet the design bases criteria for
normal and abnormal conditions, and the design heat removal rates for these
conditions.

Response 410.551al:

The heat removal rates required to meet the design bases criteria for normal
and abnormal conditions and the design heat removal rates for these conditions
are discussed in the response to NRC Question 410.56.

.

\
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Question 410.55(d):

The response to RAI 410.55(d) is considered not adequate. It did not respond
to items (4) and (5).

Previous Question 410.55(d):

SFPCCS design provisions to maintain acceptable pool water conditions per SRP
9.1.3, Section 111.7 guidance in the following areas:

(4) refueling canal coolant processing ability, and

(5) features to prevent the inadvertent transfer of spent filter and
domineralized media to any place other than the radwaste facility.

Response 410.55(d) (4):

CESSAR-DC Section 9.1.3.3.3 " Water Quality" states that the design flow rate
and filtering capability of the PCPS shall be such that the refueling pool
water chemistry and clarity are sufficient for an operator to read fuel
assembly identification numbers that are 3/8 inches high, 3/16 inches wide and
1/16 inches thick from the refueling machine at the time the operators and
refueling equipment are ready to move fuel (i.e., designed such that water
clarity problems do not cause ref;eling delays).

Since the refueling canal is directly integrated with the refueling pool, the
' PCPS piping located in the pool will be orientated to ensure the proper

circulation of pool water and refueling canal water to meet the above
requirement.

Response I:10.55(d) (5):

CESSAR-DC PCPS Figure 9.1-3 shows a filter in each purification loop. System
80+ PCPS filters require replacement and are not backflushable. Therefore,
there is no possibility of inadvertant transfer of spent filter media or--
trapped particles into the process fluid.

The PCPS filter units are designed for remote replacement of the filter
cartridge. Since the filters are bottom loaded when filter replacement is
required the . filter is isolated from the process fluid and the lines are
drained to the CVCS recycle drain header. The entire filter cartridge is
removed from the area for SWMS processing. A new filter is loaded into the
housing, and process flow is re-established.

CESSAR-DC PCPS Figure 9.1-3- shows a pool ion exchanger in each purification
loop. The ion exchangers in the Pool Cooling and Purification System are the
same design as those employed in the Chemical and Volume Control System. Each
ion exchanger contains a flow distributor on the influent to prevent-

channeling of the resin bed and a resin retention element on the effluent to
preclude discharge of resin with the effluent process fluid. These units are
provided with connections required to replace resins by sluicing to the SWMS.

_ _ _ _ ___-__ - _____
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Response 410.55(d) (5) (Cont'd):
_

Detailed operating requirements, along with system design provisions, are
provided for PCPS ion exchanger replacement to ensure that no resin fines are
transferred to any place other than the SWMS. During resin replacement, the
ion exchanger is bypassed and then isolated from the process fluid. Next the
ion exchanger is depressurized via the vent line and drained to the ion
exchanger drain header of the Chemical and Volume Control System. There is a
"Y" type strainer in this line located to retain any resin that might have
escaped during the draining process. If strainer loading is indicated (via
pressure instrumentation), the dedicated line running from the "Y" section of
the stainer directly to the SWMS is opened to direct the solid waste to the
SWMS. This configuration ensures that only resin free fluid is introduced
into the equipment drain tank. A realignment is then made for resin sluicing
to the SWMS, Detailed operating procedures ensure that the resin will not be
inadvertantly discharged to anywhere but the SWMS. When sluicing is
completed, the ion exchanger is reconfigured to the process fluid flowpath.

Strainers are also located in the PCPS downstream of. each ion exchanger.
These strainers are also the "Y" type and are located to prevent any resin
from entering the spent fue:1 pool or refueling pool due to ion exchanger lower
retention element failure. Again, dedicated lines run-from the "Y" section of
the strainers directly to the SWMS assuring resin will be directed to the
radwaste facility. Strainer loading is indicated via differential pressure
instrumentation.

.

'

)
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Question 410.56:

The response to RAI 410.56, regarding heat generation rate

calculations is considered incomplete. Provide the residual

decay heat release-vs-time curves generated with the ORIGEN 2-

methodology to substantiate the statement of conservatism.-

Provide the resulting heat loads the* need to be removed and a-

comparison of these heat loads to the design heat removal rates

for the system.

Response 410.56:

The attached Figure shows the representati"e fuel decay energy

versus time after shutdown calculated with the ORIGEN 2

methodology for a high average discharge burnup (44,000 Mwd /t).

The results shown indicato uncertainties based on ANSI /ANS - 5.1,

"American National Standard for Decay' Heat Power in Light Water

Reactors," 1979. In addition, an uncertainty of 10% is applied

to the results in thermal-hydraulic analyses of the spent fuel

pool, including calculation of the normal and maximum heat loads.

The normal heat load on the spent fuel pool is calculated

assuming that the pool contains an-accumulation of spent fuel

equal to 10 full power years, with the newest spent fuel batch

having just been placed in the-pool during refueling at 120 hours;

after shutdown. The resultant heat-load for that condition is

2.7 x 10 DTU/hr. During a' full. core offload, it is assumed-

that 1 full core is placed in the. spent fuel pool 120 hours after

shutdown. In addition, the pool is assumed to already contain

i
i

-
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the normal heat load as described above. The resultant heat load
7for this case is 7.36 x 10 BTU /hr, which is the maximum heat

load for the spent fuel pool. The heat load from any other

combinations of spent fuel within the pool will result in heat
7loads lower than 7.36 x 10 BTU /hr. The design heat removal rate

of the Pool Cooling and Purification System is 7.51 x 10 DTU/hr.

1
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Ouestion 410.59

The response-to RAI 410.59 is considered not adequate. The description of-

the system in Section 9.1.3 does not contain the details of the
information requested, and the design bases, as stated in Section 9.1.3,
are not specific enough to ensure that the design will satisfy the.
requirements stated. Include,.ia-terms of design bases or design
description, the commitment tha the following general features will be
included in the design:

A leakage detection system to detect component or system leakage.-

Components and headers of the system-to be designed to provide-

individual isolation capabilities to assure system function, control
system leakage, and allow system maintenance.

Desi n provisions to be included to assure the capability to detect5-

leakage of radioactivity or chemical contamination from one system to
another and to preclude long term corrosion, organic fouling or the
spread of radioactivity. .

Response to Ouestion 410.59

Section 9.1.3 of CESSAR-DC will be amended to address the design
information noted above. Section 9.1.3 of CESSAR DC will include the
following:

The Pool Cooling and Purification System'(PCPS) design includes the
following features:

A means for detecting leakage from the system (or components of-

the system).

- Components and headers designed to provide individual isolation
capability to assure system function, control system leakage, and
allow system maintenance.

A means for detecting radioactive leakage and chemical-

contamination from interfacing systems, and the ability to
preclude the long term effects of chemical contamination or the
spreading of radioactivity.

|

l
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CESSAR DC and the System 80+ PCPS P&ID (Fi ure 9.1-3) presently includeE
features required in Standard Review Plan 9.1.3, Section 111.3.

Component or system Icakage from the PCPS is detected by several-

means, including area sump and floor drain level monitoring, Chemical
and Volume Control System (CVCS) equipment drain tank level
monitoring, Radiation Monitoring System (RMS) radiation monitors,
spent fuel pool level monitoring, and, during refueling operations,
refueling pool level monitoring. The auxiliary building floor drains
are provided with adequate capacity for anticipated leakage and their
levels are monitored. The CVCS equipment drain tank is designed to
receive leakage from PCPS valves and components. The tank is used to
monitor PCPS leakage. High level is alarmed in the control room. RMS

radiation monitors in the containment and auxiliary-buildings _ are
provided to detect radioactive system leakage and are alarmed for high
or increasing radiation levels. A high leakage rate is detected by a
change in spent fuel pool level, and, during refueling operations, a
change in refueling pool level. Both pools have low level alarms in
the control room.

The PCPS is composed of two independent cooling trains used to remove-

heat from the spent fuel pool and two independent purification trains
used to purify water in the spent fuel pool, and, in refueling
operations, the fuel canal and refueling pool. In order that system
function may be assured, system leakage controlled, and system
maintenance performed, all components and headers in this system are
capable of being individually isolated. To prevent a loss of system
function when individual components are isolated, the independent
trains are cross connected. Normally closed valves are opened-to
allow the cooling or purification flow to bypass the: isolated
components in a train and flow through the identical components in the-

.

redundant train. If required, an entire train can be isolated and the
redundant train used~to_ fulfill system requirements. In addition, the
filters and ion exchangers.in the system can be isolated and bypassed

_

without the need to divert flow to the second train. System leakage
can be contro11cd 'by isolating the leak and rerouting flow through the
redundant train so that the required coolinb or purification function
remains available. System maintenance is performed by isolating the
equipment needing service and bypassing flow to_ the redundant train.
If necessary, an entire train can be isolated and shut down for
limited periods of time while the second train performs the required
system functions.

|
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Intersystem leakage is detected in several.vays. PCPS leakage to the-

Component Cooling Water System (CCWS) through a failure of the spent
fuel pool cooling heat exchangers is detected by radiation monitors
present in the CCWS which detect PCPS-to CCWS leakage. Leakage to the
CVCS is detected by monitoring the equipment drain tank level.
laakage from the-PCPS to the Solid Waste Management System is detected
by changes in spent resin storage tank levels. Leakage to the
Incontainment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) from the PCPS is
detected through monitoring of the spent fuel pool, refueling pool,
and IRWST levels. Leakage to the PCPS from other systems is detected
by changes in spent fuel pool and refueling pool levels and analysis
of samples taken from the PCPS. PCPS filters and-lon exchangers
preclude long term corrosion, organic fouling, and the spread of
radioactivity in the system.

|
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by use of the system's skimmers. The cleanup system is designed
for a flow rate _ sufficient to ensure adequate circulation of the
entire spent fuel pool water volume, and to maintain thespecified water chemistry.
The boron concentration in the spent fuel pool water ismaintained at approximately the same concentration as in the
refueling water. Provisions are made to make up water to the
spent fuel pool. The makeup water meets all specified waterchemistry requirements.

9.1.3.1.4 System capacity Bases

For all normal plant operations and normal spent fuel' pool heat
load conditions, the maximum spent fuel . pool bulk watertemperature is 120'F.- Under heat load conditions of spent fuel
in all usable rack spaces (section 9.1.2.2.2), which includes, asa minimum, a - full core offload with 10 years of irradiated -fuel
in-the pool, the maximum bulk water temperature is 140*F. Given

-

a single active failure, the maximum tempet tures for normal-
conditions or a full core offload are -140*F or 180*Frespectively. The normal heat load is the decay heat which

.

occurs when an accumulation of spent fuel equal to 10 full power / N, !
.

years is in the spent fuel pool, with the newest spent fuel batch
1 ( ')having just been placed in the pool during refueling at 120 hoursafter shutdown. The full core offload heat load is equal to-the

normal heat load.plus the addition of the decay heat from asfull
offload 120 hours after shutdown. Design heat loads arecore

evaluated utilizing ANSI /ANS 5.1 (proposed version approved by
Subcommittee ANS-5 ANS Standard - Committee, October 1971) decayheat correlations.

A Seismic Category I, Quality Group B borated makeup water sourceis provided to the spent fuel pool._ Nonborated water from a
non-seismic source is used to make up for the evaporation--losses
from the spent fuel pool during normal operation.
.9.1.3.2 System Description

9.1.3.2.1 General Description

The safety-related spent fuel pool cooling system consists of twoindependent cooling trains. The system is -_ ~ located in a seismic
Category I building.which provides protection from the effects of-

-

natural phenomena and missiles. The spent- fuel pool coolingsystem (piping,_ pumps, valves, and heat exchangers)-_ -is-safety-related, Quality Group C. The spent- fuel pool receives1

;

INJ69.T Q ~L-

Amendment-I'

9.1-10 December 21, 1990
. .. .
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9.1.3.1.5 Leakage Detection and Isolation capabilities

The Pool Cooling and Purification System (PCPS) design includes the following
features:

- A means for detecting leakage from the system (or components of the system).

Components and headers designed to provide individual isolation capability to-

assure system function, control system leakage, and allow system maintenance.
- A means for detecting radioactive leakage and chemical contamination from

interfacing systems, and the ability to preclude the long term effects of
chemical contamination or the spreading of radioactivity.

|
.
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Ouestion 410.61:

Provide an evaluation that assures that any failure in the nonsafety-related
spent fuel pool cleanup and associated systems cannot affect the functional
performance of any safety-related components in accordance with SRP 9.1.3,
Se-tion 111.5 guidance. Your response by submittal dated May 15, 1991 did not
adequately address this question. The referenced P&lD does not provide
sufficient information to determine the affects that a failed nonsafety-
related system or component will have on a safety-related component.

Response 410.61:

ABB-CE has evaluated the non safety related spent fuel pool cleanup and
associated systems with respect to failure effects on safety-related systems
and finds the following:

The pool purification system of the pool cooling and purification system P&I
Diagram, Figure 9.1-3, shows that its flow paths are independent of other
systems, its failure to operate will not affect the functional performance of
the safety-related spent fuel pool cooling system (SFPCS).

Pool purification system components (including electrical components) are
physically separated from SFPCS components to an extent which ensures that
their failure will not reduce the performance of the SFPCS, Refer to the
general arrangement drawings.

The pool purification system incorporates several interfaces as shown on the
reference P&I Diagram. The following interfaces are all nonsafety-related and.

are also isolated with normally shut gate valves:

Chemical and Volume Control System-

Solid Waste Management System-

- Building Vents
- Various Local Sampling stations,

The remaining interfaces are as follows:

The pool purification system inlat and outlet lines of the refueling pool-

pass through the containment building. Here the pool purification system
incorporates isolation valves on either side of the containment. The
isolation valves and associated piping are safety class 2 and are
designed to ASME B&PV code Section III, Subsection NC rules.

- The pool purification system lines penetrate the safety-related spent
fuel pool in several locations. Each line penetration incorporates a

4

normally open gate valve. This allows for isolation from the fuel pool
if necessary.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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Response 410.61 (Cont'd!:

Downstream of the refueling. pool ion exchanger 1, the pool purification-
-

system has a connection that interfaces with the IRWST via the safety
lidection system. Here the pipe goes through two class changes and two
normally shut isolation gate valves.

- The refueling pool drain lines run directly to .lRWST. These areas are
isolated from each other through the use of normally shut gate valves,
If a failure occurs that partially prevents refueling water from being
drained back to the IRWST, it will not be a safety concern since the
reactor is shut down at this time,

Pool purification system piping in the spent fuel pool is arranged so-

that failure of any one pipe line cannot drain the spent fuel pool below
the water level required for shielding, This arrangement assures that a
failure in the pool purification system does not degrade the function of
the SFPCS to ensure coolant medium availability.

The above information concludes that a nonsafety-related pool purification
system component failure will not affect the functional performance of any
safety-related components,

,

t

$
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Question 410.64

a. The application does not include the required discussion
regardir 3 failure of non-safety-related systems and
structures and their potential effects on the integrity-
and coolability of the spent fuel racks. Provide this
analysis.

b. The response to RAI 410.64 is adequate with the
following exception: The response commits to add an
insert to Section 9.1.2.2.2 in the next revision of the
Section. Amendment I of the Section does not contain
the insert.

Hannonne 410.64

a. All building components and structures in the area of
the spent fuel pool are designated Seismic Category II
to preclude their failure and entry into the spent fuel
pool during a seismic event.

b. This omission will be corrected in a future submittal.

.

k
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9.1.2 SPENT FUEL STORAGE

9.1.2.1 Design Hanes
.

The following design bases are imposed on the storage of fuel
within the spent fuel pool:

A. Accidental criticality shall be prevented for the most
Ereactive arrangement of fuel stored with optimum moderation

by avoiding a K- greater than 0.95. This design basis
shall be met und b any normal or accident conditions.

B. The requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.13 shall be met.

C. The ' storage racks and facilities shall be Seismic
Category I.

D. Storage shall be provided for up to 9n7 spent fuel y

assemblies.
.

9.1.2.2 Facility Description

9.1.2.2.1 Spent Fuel Pool
E

The spent fuel pool is-a stainless steel lined, concrete walled
pool that is an integral part of the fuel building.

9.1.2.2.2 Spent Fuel Pool Storage Hacks

The spent fuel pool storage racks are made up_ of twelve - 11x11
individual modulns containing 121 storage cells each (see Figures I

9.1-21 and - 9.1-22) . _A module is an array-of fuel storage-cells
similar to - that shown in Figure 9.1-1. The storage racks are
stainless steel honeycomb structures with rectangular fuel
storage cells. The stainless steel construction of the racks is
compatible with fuel assembly materials and the spent fuel. E
borated water environment.

P\30
A singic pitc:i st--a / u u i-nenec ic provided for all ci-se-+asa--

- --i-ri tric poci. The- spent fuel 'is stored in two regions o f - the ..-

This is |1 -
pool. . Region I provides core . of f-load , capability - for-- 363 spent.
fuel assemblies (equivalent to-one and one-third cores).
achieved with 50% density storage in-a-checkerboard array using-
"L" inserts in the usable cells ' (Figure - 9.1-2) . -The "L" insert
is a non-poisoned stainless steel insert- which- provides .the E

needed flux trap water gap. -Region II provides 75% density

are . not: |I
storage for: 544 _ spent- fuel assemblies. The cells _that
used are blocked to prevent' improper storage. -A? tota 1 of 907 )
usable spaces for spent fuel storage is thus provided.

Amendment:I-
9.1-5 -December _ 21,- 1990

.

'
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The ntructural design of the spent fuel rack and pool includes
provisions for accepting loads associated with loot storage with
neutron poison inserts in order to meet future expansion

potential.
.

~ ~'- ~ ~ - ~ ,QS
,-

"A fuel assembly may
be stored in Region 11 only if it has the minimum burnup required for an
assembly of its initial enrichment, lhe Owner-Operator will develop and
implement administrative controls to permit storing a fuel assembly in
Region 11 only if it meets established burnup versus initial enrichment
requirements."

'
'' -w
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Attachment (1) to
PFS-92-012'

Question 410,67:

The spent fuel pool cooling system must be designed with suitable redundancy
of components that safety functions can be performed assuming a single failure
of a component toincident with the loss of all offsite power. Your submittal
does not provide the information necessary to verify that the system can
continue to perform its intended function without offsite power. Provide the
failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) to verify that the system is capable
of meeting this requirement.

Response 410.67:

Section 9.1.3.3.1, Availability and Reliability, states that in the event of
the failure of a pool cooling pump or loss of cooling to a heat exchanger, the'

second cooling train provides backup capability thus assuring continued
cooling of the spent fuel pool.

Section 8.3, Onsite Power System, contains Tables 8.3.1-2 and 8.3.1-3 which
list the spent fuel pool cooling pumps as being capable of operation through
the use of Class lE onsite power. Also listed in these tables are the-
component cooling water pumps which assure that cooling water will be supplied
to the spent fuel pool cooling system heat exchangers during this period.

Based on the above information, a pool cooling train will be available to
assure pool cooling assuming a single failure of a component coincident with
the loss of offsite power.

A failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)-on the system will be included in
a future Amendment to CESSAR-DC as Table 9.1-3.

a

-
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Thu pCPS han its maximum duty during rufueling oporationn, when
the decay hont. frorn tho upont tuol in tho highout (aco section
9.1.3.4) and wator clarity 10 required to fac111tato refueling
oporations. The ayatom in normally placed in operation prior to
the transfer of any fuel, and is continued in operation no long
an required to maintain temperature and/or water purity.
9.1.3.3 Safety Evaluation

_

9.1.3.3.1 Availability and Itollability

The pCPS han no emergoney function during an accident. A cooling
train may be nhut down for limited periodo of timo for
maintenanco or replacement of malfunctioning componento. In the
ovent of the failure of a pool cooling pump or loan of cooling to
a heat exchanger, the second cooling train providen backup
capability, thun ansuring continued cooling of the opont fuel
pool.

@9.1.3.3.2 Spont l'uul Pool Dowataring

The mont corious failuro of thin nyntom would be completo louc of
water in the opent fuel pool. To protect against thispon n i bilit.y , the opent fuel pool cooling pump cuction connectionn i yontor naar the normal wator lovel, so that the pool cannot be
gravity drained. The return linen contain un antiniphon hole to
prevent the ponnihility of gravity draining of tho pool via
those linon.

The CVCS providos a manual makeup capability of borated water to
the pcPS refueling pool and upont fuel pool nufficient to inake up
for a 100 gpm leakago rato out of the apont fuel pool.

.

9.1.3.3.3 Water Quality

only a very small amount of water in interchanged betwuon the
refueling canal and the opont fuel pool au funi annomblion are
transferred in the refueling procosa. Whenever a fuel accomblywith dofoot2vo cladding in tranuforrod from the fuel t r a nt.; c r
canal to the opent fuel pool, a cmall quantity of finnionproducto may ontor the spent fuel pool water. The cloanup loopsremove finnion producta and other contaminanta from the water.
Radioactivity concontrationn will be maintained auch that the
dono at the nurface of the apont fuel pool will be 2.5 Mrom/hr orlosa,

r

A f ailure Modes and Effects Analysis for the Spent fuel Pool Cooling
! System is presented in Table 9,1-3. V

Amendment I
9.1-14 Doc?mber 21, 1990

|
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D r h.;n 410.68

Ti:e response to RAI 410.68 includes the statement thct "the statement
made in Section 9.1.3.3.1 has been corrected in Amendment 1." Amendment
I still contains the statement that the PCPS has no emergency function
during an accident.

Egipanse to 410.68

Amendment I to CESSAR DC Section 9.1.3.3.1 contains a statement which
reads:

"The PCPS has no emergency function during an accident."

The purpose of this statement is to document that the PCPS is not
credited for recovery from any Chapter 15 design basis accident.
Reiterating our previous response (of March 26,1991) the PCPS is
designed in accordance with GDC 44 to transfer heat from the spent fuel
pool, under normal and accident conditions.

Accordingly, Section 9.1.3.3.1 will be reworded in the next Amendment to
CESSAR DC as follows:

9.1.3.3.1 Availability and Reliability

The safety function of the PCPS is to transfer her.t from tha
spent fuel pool to the Component Cooling Water System Ncording
to the design parameters established in Section 9.1.3.1. This
function is achieved under both normal and accident conditions.
Suitable redundancy is provided to ensure that this function can
be achieved assuming a single failure of a component coincident
with the loss of either onsite or offsite power. In the event
of a failure of a pool cooling pump or loss of cooling to a heat
exchanger, the second cooling train )rovides backup capability,
thus assuring continued cooling of tie spent fuel pool. A
cooling train may be shut down for limited periods of time for
maintenance or replacement of malfunctioning compor4 i s.

i
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Qgestion41qi}11:

As stated in Section 5.2.5.1.1.3 of the System 80+ CESSAR, "the particulate
monitoring system is capable of functioning when subjectei to an SSE.*
However, this system is not specifically identified in Table 3.2 1,
Classification of Structures, Systems and Components. Therfore, clarify
which systen. :: Table 3.2 1 is the ' particulate monitoring system" desig a

monitor RCPB leakage.

Beingase 410.101:

The Containment Atmosphtre Monitor is used to detect leakage of reactor
coolant by measuring particulate and gaseous beta activity. The Containment
Atmosphere Monitor is discussed in Section 11.5. Section 5.2.5.1.1.3 is being
revised to correctly identify this monitor. Table 3.21, currently being
revised in response to RAI 210.1, accurately reflects the name of this monitor
and its seismic classification. Table 11.5 3 is also being revised to be
consistent with the response to RAI 210.1.

.
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5.2.5.1 Leakage Detection Methodu |
t

5.2.5.1.1 Unidentified Leakage i

The methods employed to detect unidentified leakago are prosented
in the following sections. g

5.2.5.1.1.1 Inventory Method !

Leak'ge from the Reactor Coolant System (RcS) can be determineda
by not level changes in the pressurizar and in the volume control
tank sinco the RCS and the - Chemical and Volume control system
(cVCS) are closed systems. Since letdown flow and the reactor
coolant pump seal controlled bleedoff flow are collected and
recycled back into the Rc3 by the CVcs, the not inventory in the
RCS and CVCS under normal operating conditiono will be constant.
Transient changes in letdown flow rate or RCS inventory can be
accommodated by changes in the volumo control--tanX level. Makeup
flow rate provides a means of datocting leakago from the Rcs
through measurement of the not amount of makeup flow to the
system. The net makeup to the system under no-leakage steady
ntate conditions should be zero. The. makeup flow rates and tho
integrated makeup flow from the Reactor Makeup System. are
continuously monitored and recorded. Analysis of the integrated I -

makeup flow recorders over a period of steady state operation can
provide detection of abnormal leakage. An increasing trend in
the amount of makeup required will indicato an abnormal leak
which is increasing in rate. Leaks occurring suddenly will be
indicated by a step increase in the amount of- makeup which does -

not decrease as would be the case for a purely transient
condition.

5.2.5.1.1.2 Sump Level & Flow Method

Leakagen are routed to the holdup volume sumps, or reactor cavity y
sump. Sump levels are monitored in the control room and alarmed

| on high level. Leakage rate is calculated utilizing the change
of sump level. Additionally, the amount.of leakage is calculated
utilizing the frequency and lengths of time the sump: pumps
operata in combination with the known flow rate of the pumps,

| This system addresses Regulatory Guide 1.45 Position 2, 3(1).
5.2.5.1,1.3 Containment Air Particulate and caceous

Radioactivity Monitoring.

Om%wed Aln<ofhe<c .

The monitor takes continuous containment air samples api measurera
thd' particulate and gaseous beta activity. . lligh alarms are
displayed in the control room. Leakage of reactor conlant han-
the of fect of increasing radioactive particles and gas in the

i

Amendment I
5.2-30 December 21, 1990
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containment, thus an increase in activity abova base lino in a
direct indication of loakage. Conversion to leakage rato is

! discussed in Section S.2.5.2.4.1. Radiological monitoring is
discussed in more detail in Section 11.5.

partioulate / f fpwM/We. dhd/[. 'gWltwuun b 0f
;mmerftwy-eystem is capable of functioning whenThe

nubjected to an SSE.

5.2.5.1.1.4 Acoustic Leak Monitoring Synten (AIRS)
1

The ALMS is fully described in.Section 7.7.1.6.2. In oummary, it
in a system which monitors changes in acoustic lovels abovo a
normal background with no leakage. Thoro are 9 locations where
sensors are located (see Table 7.7-3). The- locations were
celected based on the criticality of the component or region, and ;

in some cauco (uuch as manways) whero leakago has been -

experienced in the industry. The indication is qualitative; it
alerts operators to investigate and comparo with other leakage
monitoring methods.

5.2.5.1.2 Identified Leakage

The amount of identitled leakage from the Reactor coolant System !
can be determined by adding up the amounts from all identified
paths described below. Indicators and alarms associated with all
of the identified leakage paths are provided in the control room.
5.2.5.1.2.1 valves Located on the Reactor coolant system

The primary safety valves and safety depressurization valves,
located at the top of the pressurizer aro routed to the
In-Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). Each valve
in monitored for seat leakage by an in-line Resistance-
Temperature Detector (RTD).

positive indication of valvo loakago will be provided in the
control room. . Monitoring . will be provided by - an Acoustic Leak

iHonitoring System (ALMS) consisting of an accelerometer (acoustic
sennor) mounted downstream of each valve. A piant annunclitor,

t alarm will be provided to alarm if the valvo la not fully closed.
The ALMS is part of the NSSS Integrity Monitoring System (soo
Section 7.7.1.6.2 for a detailed description).

-

5.2.5.1.2.2 Reactor Coolant Pump Scain

Instrumentation is provided to detect abnormal seal leakage. The
reactor coolant pumps are equipped with two-stago seals plus a
vapor or backup seal as described in section 5.4.1.2. During
normal operation, the reactor coolant system pressure is

Amendment I
-S.2-31 December 21, 1990'
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TABLE 11.5-3

(Sheet I of 2)

AIRBORNE RADIATION MONITGRS

Typical Typical
Detecg Sensitivity Range Power Scisalg Automatg)Monitor (-channel) Type (pCi/cc) (pC1/cc) Supply Category Function

Containment Atmosphere
- Particulate Beta -7E-12 (Cs-137) 1E-11 - IE-5 AlfGIE 4.aae I Nore
- Iodine Gam =a/SCA 3E-11 (I-131) 1E-12 - IE-6 Non-1E None None
- Gas Beta SE-7 (Xe-133) IE-07 - IE-1 Non-1E None None

.Radwaste Building
V:ntilation
- Gas Beti 3E-7 (Xe-133) 1E-07 - IE-1 Non-1E None None

i

Fuel Building
V:ntilation
- Gas Beta 3E-7 (Xe-133) 1E-07 - IE-1 Non-1E None Divert Flow

V:ntilation Systems
Multisampler (12 pts.)
- Gas Beta 3E-7 (Xe-133) 1E-07 - IE-1 Non-1E None None

Control Room Air
Intake (2 monitors) s
- Gas Beta 3E-7 (Xe-133) 1E-07 - IE-1 1E I Isolate g

Intake n

M
(a) " Beta" - Beta Scintillation Detector d

" Gamma" - Gamma Scintillation Detector et
"SCA" - Single Chemical Analyzer

(b) Final seismic category determination for all ecnitoring equip =ent will depend on final equipeent layout and 4
non-seismic interaction considerations. '-

(c) Automatic Functions for Airborne Ponitors are described in Section 11.5.1.2.4. 9
Anend=ent I g
Decerber 21, 1990 Z
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Question 410.102a i

i

In Section 6.8.3 of the CESSAR the statement is made that !
the instrumentation requirements for the in-containment
refueling water storage tank (IRWST) are described in '

Section 7.4.1.3, However, this section was not provided in ;
#

| Amendment 1. Therefore, provide information on the
instrumentation requirements for the operation of the IRWST, !

including level, temperature, and pressure indication and !

alarms. ;,

i Response 410.102a $

The IRWST water level is monitored with two 1-E channels and
is displayed in the Control Room with_a range of 0 to 100 !
percent. High and low level alarms are provided. |

4

'The IRWST water temperature is monitored with two 1-E
channels and is displayed in the Control Room with a range
of 50 to 250 degrees Fahrenheit. There are-no temperature
alarms.

The IRWST pressure is not monitored since it is essentially |

the same as the containment.

t
a

k

e

.)

.__

"

e
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6.0.2.2.2 Steam Italief Synton

The function of the Steam 110110f Syntum (SRS) la to transport
utoam or water ro11oved through the Pronsurizar Safoty Valvon
(PSVa) and Rapid Deproupurlantion Valvots (RDVn) to the IRWST and
dincipate ita thermal energy. y g/gg
The SRS 10 compriced of the following componuntu (Fig cc6.B-3)t
A. Two discharga lineo from the PSVn and RDVn to headora in the

IRWST.

n. Two headorn in the IRWST connecting the dischargo linesto the cparger nupply 11non.
C. Six aparger supply linen por heador connecting 'theheaders to tho spargora.
D. Load reduction devices in each uparger cupply line toreduco the loada on the SRS and the IRWST during initial

stagon of tho atoam diochargo proconn.
IH. Twelve aparger headu to maintain stable condensation oftho atoam and provida for offective mixing of the %/condonned steam Pith the IRWST water. Sparger hondu arecylindrical noctions containing a hemispherical head atthe end of the aparger nupply linen.

.

Upon actuation of one or more PSVs or RDVu, steam or water flowa
through the main dischargo linen to dintribution headers in theIRWST and into the sparger heado. The steam, in the form of highprecouro juts, is injected into the IRWST whero it is condanced
and mixed with the IRWST water.
6.8.2.2.3 Holdup Volume Tank (IIVT)

*

The HVT is a nomi-circular tenk located betwoon the primarychield wall and the IRWST inner wall.

Any leakage from components or piping not routed to the RDT orspille innido containment, will drain to thn IIVT . Thisprovento direct contamination of the water in the IllWST.
A nump in the HVT collecta any leakage. Pumpa located in thinnump transfer water to the Liquid Wanto Management System(LWMS) during normal operation.

,

d
i

Amendment IG.D'G December 21, 1990
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j Duestion 410.102
: (5.4.11) '

i

! b. Indicate whether the steam relief system (SRS) is denigned to standards '

! and codes that would be in conformance with Reg Guid91.26, as related to |

the quality group classification of the piping system, and Reg Guide 1.29
'

'

position C.2, as related to the seismic design qualification of the
system,

i

Response 410.101 j
t

b. The SRS is designed to standards and codes in conformance with RG's 1.26 [
and 1.29, position C.2. Further discussion of the Regulatory Guides can
be found in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. This response will be added to .r

Section 6.8.2.2.2-in a_ future amendment.<

;

I
f

,

L

l

>

t

t

;

5

I'
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R Af to. Io2 (4)

hiR rt A

The steam relief system (SRS) is designed to standards and codes in
conformance with Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29, position C.2. Fur'her
discussion on the application of RG's 1.26 and 1.29 are in Sections 3.2.1 and
3.2.2.

|
,

|
. -_ - - _.

.. . .
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QR0af_i.QR 410 101

Section 9.1.1.1 states compliance with the " intent" of ;n. '

Regulatory Guido 1.13 as a design basis. Considering
that Regulatory Guido 1.13 portains to spent fuel
storago, explain what parts of the Guido, and to what +

extent, are mot by the now fuel storago design.

b. Section 9.1.1.3.3 states that "new fuel storage racks
and f acilitics aro qualified as Solumic Category I."

<

Identify the " facilities" which are so qualiflod.
,

Section 9.1.1.2 does not provido sufficient descriptivec.
information on features illustrated in tho figuros.
For instanco, what is the function of "L" insert slots
and boxos? Ilow are the " coll blockers" attached to the
structuro? What is the equipment in the "new fuel
inspection aroa"? What is their a61amic
classification?

d. The now fuel storage capacity changed from 366 in
Amendment E to 121 in Amendmont I. What is the design '

basis for the storago capacity of the system?

o. According to SRP Section 9.1.1, the design of the now
fuel storage facility is acceptablo if the integrated
doulgn is in accordance with, among other critoria,
General Design Critoria 61 and 62 of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A. Specific critoria necessary to moet the
requirements of GDC 61 and 62 aro ANS 57.1 and ANS 57.3
as they relate to the provention of criticality and to

i

the aspects of radioloqical design, provido information'

on the extent of compliance of the design to ANS 57.1
and ANS 57.3.

f. According to SRP Section 9.1.1, design calculations
should show that the storage racks and the anchorages
can withstand the maximum uplift forces available from

the lif ting devices without tui increase in k hb. A
statomont in the Safety Analysis that excessT forces
cannot be applied due to the design 'is acceptablo if
justification is provided.

g. It la the position of the Plart systems Branch that the
vaults and racks of the new fuel storage facility are-

.

to-bo designed to preclude damage from dropped heavy
objects. Provide the design features included in the
design which.oither preclude the fall of heavy objects
cnto the racks or precludo damage from a drop of the '

load with the maximum potential energy.

- , _ _ _ _ . - _ . _ . _
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i h. Hoforence to section 9.1.1.3.1.2.0 in Section
i 9.1.1.3.1.1, regarding potential moderators such as
j fire extinguishing acronols, appears to bo in error.

Should it be 9.1.1.3.1.2.C?

! 1. According to SRP Section 9.1.,1, the failure of i
non-soismic Category I systeins or structures located in '

; the vicinity of the now fuel storago racks should not
i cause an increase in k beyond the maximum allowabic.j Provido analysis that Eb[a condition is not or include
;

j in your application a commitment to the abovo condition
j as a design critorion.
4

l llefHwnne 410 103.

j a. Although Regulatory Guide 1.13 portains to the design of,

opent fuel storage racks, it is also used for the design
.j of the now fuel racks. ,The applicable portions of the

Hogulatory Guide that are mot are defined by Paragraphs
| 9.1.1.1.A. and 9.1.1.1.C.

b. The "facilition" associated with now fuel storage

( consist of the utorage vault and the rack rostraint
! system. The soismic category of other building

components associated with handling fuel assemblics is
noted in Tablo 3.2-1. (see response to NRC RAI 210.1)

c. The L-insert slots are provided in the wall of the fuel !
; '

rack cavity (box) to permit the L-insert to be locked to'

the fuel cavity by its locking tab af ter it has boon'

i installed. The design of the locking tab and slot is
such that the L-inserts can be remotoly removed from the

i

fuel racks, if required.
I

! The cell blockers are installed in the fuel racks before
the fuel assemblics are placed in the fuel rack and,

before the pool is flooded. The design is basically two
i concentric tubes with end rostraints that limit the
.

engagement of;the tubos in the rack cavity wall (to
avoid protrusion into an adjacent fuel rack cavity).'

.

The tubos are collapsod, installed into the fuel rack
cavity, expanded into the holes in the fuel rack cavity!

wall, then locked together with a captured pin. In this'

manner the cell blockers are positively locked to the
fuel racks but can be remotely removed if doaired.

;
'

The now fuel inspection area is provided for"the
inspection of now fuel.assemblics after they have been
removed from their shipping containor and before they

:
r

i
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4
have boon placed in the fuel racho. It will contain a
Soismic category II inopoction devico to ascertain if
the fuel assemblion moot the dimonnional requirements !

for installation into the reactor voonal. Visual ;
,

inupections will also be performed to check for shipping
damago and to ansure that all,protectivo_ wrapping ;

,

'

imatorial has boon removed.
t4

d. The number of now fuel assemblics required for a 12
month refueling cyclo, an la month rofueling cycle, and
a 24 month refueling cyclo was evaluatod. This
ovaluation disclosed that a 24 month cycle 1u
controlling from the standpoint of the maximum number of
new fuel assemblies required, i.e., 100. Since the rack
structure is squaro, the minimum array to accommodato-

i 108 fuel annomblics at a dennity of 50% is two 11 x 11
fuel rack modules or 121 fuel assemb3 ion.

The fuel handling equipment located in the now fuelc.
storago area moots tho-requirements of ANS 57.1. The ;

now fuel racks moet the requirements-of ANS 57.3.
- '

>

I

f. The lifting capacity of the overhead-crano that is used
to remove now fuel assemblion from the now fuol rack is
restricted by olther adjusting the motor stall torque or
using load limiting devicca. (See Paragrapha

,

9.1.1. 3.1.1. D and 9.1. 4. 2.1. 7. B) .

g. The now fuel racks are located at the opposito end of
the fu,, building from the opent fuel pool to oliminato
the possibility of moving heavy loads near the now fuel
storage area. (See response to Question 1).
Administrativo controls will bo in place to limit the
sizo of the load that can=be carried over the now fuel
racks so that the design impact energy that the racks '

.

can absorb without affecting.k will not bo exceeded.ggg

h. The reference ocction of Section 9.1.1.3.1.1 that-
discussos potential moderators should be 9.1.1.3.1.2.B
instead of 9.1.1.3.1.2.D. This chango will be
incorporate' in the next ' submittal,

i. The new fuel storago_ racks are' located in a concrete-
vault at the opposite end of the-fuel building from the-
spont _ fuel pool area to preclude passage of-the spent
fuel shipping cask overhead crane over the racka during
the handling operations associated with spent fuel
inspection, handling, and shipping. This location

'
>

|
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minimizos the number of systems or utructurca located'

in tho vicinity of the now fuel otorago facility. All
nyatoma or structuren in the vicinity will bo designated i

;
ias Solumic Category Il to precludo. their failuro and1

entry into the now fuol storago area. ,

! The now fuel storago racks wiii be designed to limit tho ,

rack k to 0.98 based on the postulated accidenta

conditTNnand assumptions of Paragraph 9.1.1.3.1. No {
load will be permittod to be carried over the loaded ;

fuel racks whoso lupact energy, if dropped, will exceed :

the linpact energy of the postulated droppcd fuel
ihandling tool or the combination of the dropped fucel

handling tool and fuoi ancombly.= The maximum impact i

energy shall bo 11mited such 6. hat dropped londo do not !
change the Kggf of the fuoi array to more than 0_.90. |

f

,

f

a

r

F

i

i

!
,

-

?

I
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| Qugatjnn 410.104

According to SRP Section 9.1.2, the design of the opont .

a. fuel storago facility la acceptable if the integrated !
:design in in accordance with Gonoral Donign Critorion

2. Acceptanco for mooting this critorion is banod on*

conformance to position C.3 of Regulatory Guido 1.13,
the applicablo portionn f Regulatory Guide 1.29,,

Regulatory Guido 1.117, nd ANS 57.2 Paragrapha 5.1.1,
!

5.1.3, 5.3.2, and 5.3.4, Discuss the upont fuel
atorago design with respect to thoso critoria. What is
the meaning of Section 9.1.2.3.2 regarding the " intent"
of Regulatory Guido 1.13?

b. In Section 9.1.2.3.3 provido a list of the f acilities
which aro Soismic Category I.

c. According to BRP Section 9.1.2, design calculations
should be provided to show that tho_ spent fuel racKn ;

and any anchorago can withstand the maximum fuel
equipment uplift forces without an increase in hAstatomantkbthe

or
ia decreano in pool water inventory.

Safety Analysin that excessivo forces cannot be applied
duo to the design of the fuel handling equipment is

, acceptable if justification 10 provided.

d. According to SRP Section 9.1.2, the design of the spent
fuel storage facility la acceptable if the integrated.
design la in accordance with General Design critorion
63, as it relatos to. monitoring systema provided to
detect conditions that could result in the loss of
decay heat removal capabilities, to detect excessive
radiation levels, and to initiato appropriato safety
functiona. Acceptanco for mooting this critorion is ,

based on conformanco with-Paragraph 5.4 of ANS 57.2.
Provido the design features which natisfy GDC 63 and
discuss compliance with Paragraph 5.4 of ANS 57.2. >

i ReEngnso 410.104

a. Tho. design of the spent fuel storage facility moota the
intent of Regulatory Guido 1.13, Position C.3, the
applicable portions of Regulatory Guido;1.29, Regulatory
Guido 1.117, and ANS 57.2, Paragraphs 5.1.1, 5 .1. 3 , _
5.3.2, 5.3.4. "Complica with the intent of" means that
the design " moots our interpretation of the design
objectives" of tho regulatory guido. Sinco regulatory
.guidos provide "guidanco" and'aro not considorod !

requirements, we profor not to use the phrano " complies
with". "Complianco" is reserved for firm-requirements.

Somo.cxampics of how the design moots the intent of the
reference documents are as follows:

. . . - - - . - . . - _ . _ . - . - . _ - . - - - . - - . . . - - - , - - _ , - - . - - - , , - . . - ,
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iThe depth of the spent fuel pool is such that when the
irradiated fuel assembly is being carried over the spent
fuel racks by the spent fuel handling machino at itsj ,

maximum lift height, there is sufficient water coverago .

'to ensure that personnel on the spont fuel handling
machino or on the operating floor around the pool are
not expocod to radiation lovels excooding 2.5 MREM por j

hour.
.

!

Piping penetrations to the spent fuel pool are at least
10 foot above the top the fuel assemblies when the
assemblion are scated in the opent fuel racks. The

i

bottom of the gatos that load from the spent fuol pool .

to the fuel transfer system canal and the spent fuel
shipping cask laydown area are above the top of the
stored fuel assemblics. Tho spent fuel racks and tho-
pool floor are designed to withstand the maximum impact >

ionorgy of a dropped fuel handling tool or a. dropped fuel
assembly with its handling-tool from the maximum lift
beight. Redundant low and high level water alarm
systems in conjunction with the pool skimmer system '
minimizes the potential for overfilling the pool.

b. The spent fuel pool concreto structure, the spent fuel i

pool rack support system, and the opent fuel racks are ;

Soismic Category I. Soo Table 3.2-1 for a tabulation of '

the designated solomic categorios for the fuel building
components.

The spent fuel handling machino replicates the refuelingc.
'

machine in accordance with Paragraph 9.1.4.2.2.8.
Paragraph 9.1.4.2.1.1 defines the interlocks that aro-
incorporated on the refueling machino/ spont fuel
handling machino to limit fuel assembly handling loads.

d. The design of the spent fuel storage facility moots the
intent of Paragraph 5.4 of ANS 57.2. As an examplo, the
facility incorporatos monitoring systems to verify pool |
water temperature to ensure adoquato fuel accombly1
cooling, radiation detectors to determino if radiation
levels exceed prodotormined notpoints and alarms to
notify plant personnol.of-abnormal conditions.

!

I
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Question 410.101:

Section 9.1.3.3.1, Availability and Reliability, of your submittal states that
'a cooling train may be shut down for limited periods of time for maintenance
or replacements of malfunctioning components." llowever, it does not provide
sufficient information to determine t1e rate of pool heatup and, thus, the
allowable unavailability of the system, for normal and abnormal conditions.
Please provide this information.

Response 410 195:

Shutdown of one cooling train for maintenance only occurs if the second train
is available for continued cooling. Section 9.1.3.3.1, Availability and
Reliability states that "in the event of the failure of a pool cooling pump or
loss of cooling to a heat exchanger the second cooling train provides backup
capability, thus assuring continued cooling of the spent fuel pool."
Therefore, during maintenance of one cooling train, the spent fuel pool is not
without cooling, and it does not experience a heatup beyond the limits-
specified in Section 9.1.3.1.4, which addresses the maximum pool temperatures
reached with single train cooling.

Section 9.1.3.1.4, System Capacity Bases states that *given a single av,1ve
failure, the maximum temperatures for normal conditions or a full coro +

offload are 140*F or 180*F respectively." This statement applies to the -

situation where a cooling train is shut down for maintenance.

These sections show that when a spent fuel pool cooling train is shut down for
maintenance, a second cooling train provides continued cooling of the spent
fuel 3001. Also, the maximum pool heatup temperatures are provided for normal
and aanormal conditions during this period.

,

;

t
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Section 9.1.3.2.1 states that the spent fuel pool cooling system is
" safety related, Quality Group C'. Indicate whether or not the system is
designed to seismic category I requirements. If not, confirm that the 1

following systems are designed to seismic category I requirements and are
,

protected against tornadoes: the fuel pool makeup water system and its source; '

and the fuel pool building and its ventilation and filtration system. Confirm
that the make up, and ventilation and filtration systems can withstand a
single failure. Also, confirm that the transient temperature used in
evaluating combined loads on structures is the boiling temperature of water.

Reip_onseto 410.106 Ot)1

As stated in Section 3.2.2 of CESSAR DC, all fluid systems important to safety
are classified in accordance with ANSI /ANS Standard 51.1. for purposes of
CESSAR DC, Quality Group C of Regulatory Guide 1.26 is equivalent to Safety
Class 3 of ANSI /ANS 51.1. Consequently, the spent fuel pool cooling systcm
(the safety related portion of the Pool Cooling and Purification System
(pCpS)), is designated Safety Class 3.

The selection of Seismic Category I structures, systems and components is in
accordance with the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.29.. Section 3.2.1
of CESSAR-DC specifies that all Safety Class 3 components are designated
Seismic Category I. Therefore, the spent fuel pool cooling system is Seismic
Category 1. Table 3.21, Sheet 7 of 17, lists the major components of the
pCPS and their Seismic Category I designations. Safety classifications (and,
by reference to Section 3.2.1, the seismic categorizations) for small
components are shown on the PCPS P&lD, figure 9.1-3.

The refueling pool purification subsystem of the PCPS, which does not perform
a safety related function, is classified non nuclear safety (NNS) in
accordance with the ANSI /ANS Standard 51.1, and Regulatory Guides 1.26 and
1.29.

!

|

|
|

|
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Qgstion 410.106

b. It in the position of the Plant Systomo Branch that the'

design must moet the requiremonta of 10 CPR 20.1(c) as it
relatos to radiation donos being kept as low as
renconably achievablo (ALARA). In mooting this
regulation kogulatory Guido 8.8, positions C.2.f(2) and
C.2.f(3) are used as a basis for ecceptanco. Discuss the
featurco of the doulgn which satisfy the above ponitions. ;

f110DD9Dno 4.lb.lff4

b. The doolgn featuren discussed below contribute to !

maintaining the personnal exposure in the Fuel Building
ALARA and enouro complianco with 10 CFR 20.1(c) and
Regulatory Guido 8.0, poaltions C.2.f(2) and C. 2. f (3) ,
requirements. Additional-information regarding System ,

804m ALARA doulgn featuren in provided in the bfstom
80+" ALARA Guidelinen Manual previously submitted.

)

The Pool Cooling and Purification System (PCPS) providos
the capability to remove radioactivo materials from the
opent fuel pool water. The operation of the PCPS and the
provision of adequate shielding permit unrestricted
accons of plant personnel to the opent fuel pool area by
maintaining the radiation level ALARA (< 2.5 mrom/hr) .
The PCPS equipment includos domineralizorn, filtors and ,

strainers which provide for the removal and rotontion of
radioactive matorial, such as corrosion products. The
PCPS'a donign features, discuocod in section 9.1.3 of the
CESSAR-DC, includo

1. Provisions for the transfer of spent filter .

cartridges and resins to the Solid Wasto Management '

Syntom (SWMS) for proconsing and disposal.'

2. Routing of spent ronin transfer lines through
shielded pipo chases to-the SWMS.

'

3. Provision of a flushing capability for opent resin
trancfor linen to provent clogging, which - would
croato hot spots and requiro additional
maintenanco.

Floor drains in the opent fuel pool area are provided to
collect and route radioactivo liquid to the Liquid Wasto
Management System (LWMS) for processing. The floor drain
system'a design features, discussed in Section 9.3 of the
CESSAR-DC, includet

'

1. Floor drain piping will be sloped to permit gravity
flow of liquids to the sumps,

i-

)
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2. Floors will bo sloped to facilitato the collection
>

;

of leakago from equipment or spillo.

3. U bonds will bo provided to provent migration of
noble gason betwoon olovations.

4. Curbing will be provided to facilitato the
collection of spills from equipment.

The Fuel Building Vontilation System provides for a |
controlled monitored rolosso pathway for gasoous offluent_
f rom the Fuel Building, na well as enviror.~ ental control
for the operation of equipment. The Puel Building
Ventilation System consists of 2-100% capacity exhaust-
cystems. Each - syntom in provided with a radiation
monitor upstream of the filter boda. The Fuel Building
Ventilation Syntom normally oxhausta in the bypano modo, ,

except during fuel movement. Upon detection of high
radiation, the Fuol Duilding Ventilation System in
automatically switched to the f11tored modo and an alarm
signal in received in the Control Room. The exhaust is
then vented through the unit, where it 10 monitored prior

i to rolcaso to tho environment. -This mitigates the doco ,

consequences to plant personnel and the general public
duo to a fuel handling accident. Syntom 80+"
ventilation systems are designed to provido air flow from
areas of lower potential activity to arcan of higher
potential activity. This minimizon the potential for the
apread of airborno contamination. Areas that have a high
potential for contamination, such no Fuel Storago- Areas,
are kept at a slightly negative'proscure to provent the
spread of airborno contamination to noncontaminated areas
of the plant.

'
.
6

,

i
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Question 410.107
a - Evaluato the structural design features of the

refueling cavity water soal that would procludo a leak
or failure from occurring. Include the possibility of a
fuel assembly or other structuro dropping on the seal.

b - If a seal failure / leak occurred, datormino the timo to
lower a fuel assembly below the reactor vossol flango

Ilevel before unacceptable doso ratou from a loworod
water level above spent fuel in the reactor coro. i

c - For a postulated soul failure /lcak, ovaluato
containment doso rates from a loworod level above spent
fuel in reactor core.

d - For a postulated seal failure /lcah, evaluate tho |

following paramoterst makeup capacity, omorgency
proceduros, fully loaded spent fuel pool thermal-
hydraulic and dose offects including doso rate to
someone trying to manually close the transfer tubo
valve to hydraulically isolato the spent fuel pool from
the loak, time to cladding damage without operator
action. Specifically provido the maximum allowable
timo to isolate the spent fuel pool from the transfer
tube and refueling pool before there are unacceptably

; high dono rates in the spent fuel pool area and
inadequate spent fuel pool cooling due to the lovel
dropping below the minimum NPSH requirement above the
clovation of the pool cooling suction inlet piping.

Ronnonso 410.107

The refueling pool seal is designed to be installed ina.
on; picco betwoon the reactor vessel flange and the pool
floor. All fabrication wolds will be liquid penetrant
inspected prior to installation to ensure adequacy.
After the seal assembly has boon set in place, it will
be permanently attached to the reactor vossal flango and
to an embodmont plate in the pool floor. Penetrations

-

in the seal plato for ventilation and access to the ,

ex-core instrumentation will be covered by bolted access
hatches equipped with double seals when the pool is-
flooded. The annulus between the seals will be pressure
testod after the hatches have boon installed to
determino the sealing adequacy.

,

. . , . , . _ __ .,,.-,,_,.m.. . _ - - - - . _ . . - . . .-,r,_,.-.._,,,,,__ ,,. , ... ,m.,,_.,- ,4_,, 4,.,...--,.,,,w. r-.,~,-,_.r
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'

The pool seal in designed to withutand ont dinplacements
without leakage. The pool seal in designed to limit
potential leakago resulting from SSE displacements.
Pool coal inspection will be required as part of tho :

post soismic recovery proceduro. The pool seal is also
<

designed to accommodato, without loakage, relativo i
idisplacements betwoon the pool floor and the reactor

vossol duo to normal plant _ operation.
,

During refueling operations with tho pool flooded, the"

heavy lift components that pass over the pool soal are
the reactor vessel head, the upper guido structure with

'

,

its lift rig, and the upper guido structuro lift rig.
!

Administrativo controls will require that prior to
'
,

transfer of heavy loads over the pool coal, the fuel
transfer tube valvo or the gate betwoon the fuel i

building transfer system canal and the opent fuel pool
shall be closed.- This is dono to preclude any change to ,

the spont fuel pr 4 water lovel during a postulated
heavy load drop on the pool seal which may result in i

containment pool draindown. In addition, administrativo
controla preclude the novoment of heavy loads over the
pool seal if the refueling machino contains a fuol <

!assembly. The refueling machine in designated noismic
category II so that it will not fall on the pool seal i

during noismic accelerations. The maximum clearance
between the bottom of the refueling machino and the top
of the pool seal is loss than two inches to minjmize the
impact energy for the postulated accident condition cf a
dropped fuel assembly on the pool seal. The pool seal
has boon designed so that it will not leak as a result
of this impact load,

b. It has boon determinod-that a 24 square inch opening in
the pool seal will result in pool draindown to the
reactor vessel flango level in approximately-4 hours
without additional wat3r being added to the pool. It

_

.

nas also boon determined that present plant systems are
capablo of maintaining the pool water level in the event
thoro is a 24 square inch' opening in the pool seal. A
fuel assembly can bo loworod below the reactor vessel
flange lovel from the fully withdrawn position within 3
minutes.

c. With the water at the reactor vossol flango level, the
radiation level-at the pool seal area as a result of the
fuel.assemblics within the core will not bo-
significantly greater than that with the reactor vessel '

head in-place. The exposed CEA extension shaf ts will
result in an increase in the overall radiation level.
Ilowever, if it is necessary to do maintenance on the !

reactor vessel _ pool seal, temporary shielding can be
placed around the extension shafts-to reduce the
radiation lovels.in the work area.-

.

__-_-m-__ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.m_ . . _ _ _ .
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i d. The responnen to partu a, b, and c of this RAI addrena
the concerns of this question.'
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I
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I
QJ1grzt. ion 410.108

i
'

Provido numerical values of doso rato at appropriato
locationa above and around the opent fuel pool with its'

doolgn maximum loading. llan the offect of higher than
anticipated fuol enrichment and burnup boon incorporated in !

the opont fuel pool shielding design?

1Lennonup._i10.4_1R.Qo

The radiation level in tho work area around the spent fuel ,

t

pool and on the opent fuol handling machino during fuel
handling operations will not exceed 2.5 MR124 por hour. The
npont fuel pool shiolding has boon designed for the maximum
anticipated enrichment and burnup of the fuol assemblics.

,

t

l
i
.

t

i

I ,

- i

!
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(uter.tlon 410.102<

It is the position of the Plant Systems Branch that thea.
design for both light and heavy fuel handling load
systemn must conform to the requirements of General
Design Critorion 2, as it relatos to the ability of.

structures, equipment, and mechanisms to withstand the
effects of carthquakes. The acceptanco is based on
mooting Regulatory Guide 1.29, position C.1 and C.2,
and positions C.1 and C.6 of Regulatory Guido 1.13. In
the safety evaluation area of the section specifically
address the conformance of the design to the above
guidelines.

b. It is the position of the Plant Systems Branch that the
design of the fuel / load handling systems must conform
to the requirements of General Design Critorion 61 as
it relatos to a radioactivity release as a result of
fuel damage, and the avoidance of excessive personnel
radiation exposure. Acceptanco is based on the
guidelines of positions C.3 and C.5 of Regulatory Guido
1.13, ANS 57.1/ ANSI-N208, ANS 57.2/ ANSI-N210, and
guidelines in NUREG-0554, and NUREG-0612. In the
safety evaluation area of the section, specifically
address the conformanco of the design features to each
of the above guidelines.

Egongnso 410.109

a. Conformanco to the guidelines identified are addressed
by the following inserts which will be included in a
future revision to-CESSAR-DC:

1. The following will be added to Paragraph 9.1.4.3.1
of CESSAR-DC: " The fuel building overhead crane
and the containment polar crano meet the intent of
Regulatory Guide 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2 and
Regulatory Guide 1.13, Positions C.1 and C.6 as
they relate to the ability of the crancs to
withstand the offects of carthquakes. With
respect to radioactive release as a result of fuel
damage, the crancs moot the intent of Regulatory
Guide 1.13, Positions C.1 and C.2, and
57.1/ ANSI-N208,ANS 57.2/ ANSI-N210, NUREG-0554, and
NUREG-0612."

2. The following will be added to paragraph 9.1.4.3.2
of CESSAR-DC: "The refueling machino and the spent
fuel handling machino meet the intent of
Regulatory Guido 1.29,-Positions-C.1 and C.2 and
Regulatory Guido 1.13, Positions 10.1 and C.6 as
they relate to the ability of the_ equipment to

j withstand the effects of earthquakes. With !

|
i

I
i
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1

respect to radioactivo release as a result of fuel .

'
damage, the machinos moot tho intent of Rogulatory Guido

!

1.13, Positions C.3 and C.5, A li s 5 7 . 1 / A !! S I - 112 0 8 ,
AtlS57.2/A!1SI-li210, 14UREG-0554, and ilUREG-0612."

I3. The following will be added to Paragraph
9.1.4.3.3 of CESSAR-DC ~i'The reactor vossol
closure head lift rig and the reactor vossol
internals lif t rigs moot the intent of Regulatory
Guido 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2 and Regulatory
Guido 1.13, Positions C.1 and C.6 as they relate
to the ability of the lift riga to withstand the
offects of earthquakes. With respect to
radioactivo releano as a result of fuel damago,
the lift rigs meet the intent of Regulatory Guide
1.13, Positions C.3 and C.5, Alls 57.1/ AllSI-13208,

1 ANS 57. 2 / A!1SI-11210, 110 REG-0554, and 11UREG-0612.
I

b. See rocponse to question 4.109a.

r

..

i

I
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are required, they may be introduced into the upper guide

structure at this time. The expended CEAs are moved to the CEA
elevator, adjacent to the upper guide structure storage area,
where the upper CEA casting is removed from the CEA rods

utilizing special tooling. Each rod is picked up individually . g

and placed into the transport container where the lower 15-foot
section is cut off utilizing the portable underwater hydraulic
CEA cutter. The upper 5-foot section of the CEA rod is then 1

placed into the transport container and the operation is repeated
until all rods have been cut. The transpc,rt container is then

'

moved to the transfer carriage where it is transported - to the
spent fuel building for CEA rod disposal.
At the completion of the refueling operation, the fuel transfer
tube valve is closed. The upper guide structure is reinserted in
the reactor vessel, the CEDM extension shaft assemblics and CEAs i
are lowered into position, and - the lift rig is removed. The
water in the refueling pool is lowered to the top of the

extension shafts. The reactor vessel head is then lowered until.
the CEDM extension shaft assemblies are engaged by the control<

element drive mechanism nozzle funnels. Lowering of the head and-
the water level is continued until the head is-~ coated. The
remainder of the refueling pool water is then. removed. Then the
studs are installed, the head is bolted down, and the transfer
tube penetratien sleeve is scaled. The ICIs are reinserted into
the core region and reconnected to their cabling.

The head area cable tray is replaced, CEDM and HJTC cabling is
connected, cooling ducts -are reconnected to the CEDM cooling
manifold, and the vr.m M arat piping is installed.

9.1.4.3 Safety Evaluation

| 9.1.4.3.1 Fuel Building Overhead Crancs and Containment-

Polar Crane

The containment polar crane, the - cask handling. hoist, and the
- fuel - handling hoist are designed to prevent-the-drop of a heavy _
load such as the reactor vessel head or the -' pent fuel shipping
cask. In addition, predetermined load paths '.or major lifts--(see
Figures 9.1-19 and 9.1-20) , operator trainir g, and regular crane
maintenance minimize the possibility.of load mishandling.

Limit switches, electrical interlocks and mechanical- interlocks
prevent - improper . crane operations which might result in a' fuel

~

handling- accident.- This- is also discussed in= Section
9.1.4.2.1.7. .The spent - fuel ' cask - handling hoist is- ! restricted

| from movement over the new and spent' fuel storage-areas _when the'

1

l Amendment IL

9.1-36 December 21, 1990
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fuel racks contain fuel assemblies. The new fuel handling hoist
is restricted from movement over the spent fuel storage area when
the spent fuel racks contain fuel cssemblies.
In accordance with the regulatory position of Regulatory Guide
1.13 and General Design Criterion 61 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50,
the hoists are also restricted from passing over the spent fuel i

pool cooling system for ESF systems which could be damaged by
dropping the load,

set points for the hoist interlocks are set to prevent falling or
tipping of the loads into the fuel storage areas.

Administrative controls preclude movement of heavy loads within
the containment building pool when the refueling machine contains
a f"al assembly. During heavy load movement, the fuel transfer

"alve is closed to avoid water level changes in the fuelto. '

b- >.i4 during postulated accident conditions such as dropping
y load on the reactor vessel pool seal,+-

-

s.
9.1.4. 2 Fuel llandling*

_e modes and effects analysis is described in Table 9.1-2.A a' '

Direct voice communication between the control room and the
refueling machine console .s available whenever changen in core
geometry are taking place. This provision allows the control
room operator to inform the refueling machine operator of any
impending unsafe conditior detected from the main control board
indicators during fuel movement.

| Operability of the fuel handling equipment including the bridge
and trolley, the lifting mechanisms, the upending machines, the

j
i transfer carriage, and the associated instrumentation and

controls is assured through the implementation of preoperational E

tests and routines. Prior to the first actual fuel loading, the
equipment is cycled through its operations using a dummy fuel
assembly. In addition to the interlocks described in Section
9.1.4.2.1, the equipment has the following special features:

A. The major systems of the fuel handling system are
electrically interlocked with each other to assist the
operator in properly conducting the fuel handling operation.
Failure of any of these interlocks in the event of operator
error will not result in damage to more than one fuel
assembly.

;

B. Miscellaneous special design features which facilitate
handling operations include:

Amendment I
,
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1. Backup hand operation of the refueling machine hoist
and drives and CEA change platform traverse drives in
the event of power failure..

2. Dual wound transfer system motor to permit applying an
increased pull on the transfer carriage in the event it
becomes stuck.

3. Viewing port in the refueling machine trolley deck to
provide visual access to the reactor for the operator.

4. Electronic and visual indication of the refueling

machine position over the core.

5. protective shroud into which the fuel assembly is drawn
by the refueling machine.

6. Manual operation of transfer system upenders by a E

special tool in the event that the hydraulic system
becomes inoperative.

7. Removal of the transfer system components from the
refueling pool for servicing without draining the water
from the pool.

C. The fuel transfer tube is sufficiently large to provide
natural circulation cooling of a fuel assembly in the

unlikely event that the iraneter carriage should be stopped
in the tube. The manual oparator for the fuel transfer tube
valve extends from the valve to the operating deck. Also,

the valve oper tor has enough flexibility to allow for

operation of th2 valve even with thermal expansion of the
fuel transfer tube,

1

l D. Mechanical stops in both the refueling and spent fuel

handling machines restrict withdrawal of the spent fuel
i

assemblies. This results in the maintenance of a minimum'

water cover of 9 feet over the active portion of the fuel
assembly. The resulting radiation level from the spent fuel
is 2.5 mrem /hr or less in the work area when the shielding
of the fuel handling machine is taken into account.f[' ) E

M- 9.1.4.3.3 Reactor Vessel Closure licad Ilandling

The reactor vessel closure head lift rig is designed, tested, and
inspected to meet the intent at NUREG-0612 and the design

criteria of ANSI N14.6. Analyses for the postulated head drops
is performed to assure that the reactor vessel support system and

Amendment E
9.1-38 December 30, 1988
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(

!
shutdown cooling supply flow paths remain functional, that the
core will remain in a coolable configuration, and that the k Eggg
of the core will remain below 0.95. ,

' p-9 '>-

3 9.1.4.4 Testing and Inspection Requirementy
%

During manufacture of the fuel and CEA llandling Equipment at the
vendor's plant, various in-process inspections and checks are,

'

required including certification of materials and heat treating,
and liquid-penetrant or magnetic-particle inspection of critical
welds. Following completion of manufacture, compliance with

design and specification requirements is determined by assembling
and testing the equipment in the vendor's shop. Utilizing a

dummy fuel assembly having the same weight, center of gravity,
exterior size and end geometry as an actual assembly, all

equipment is tun througt several cornplete operational cycles. In

addition, the equipment is checked for its ability to perform
under the maximum limits of load, fuel mislocation and

misalignment. All traversing inechanisms are tested for speed and
positioning accuracy. All hoisting equipment is tested for

vertical functions and controls, rotation, and load misalignment.

Iloisting equipment is also tested to 1 2 5 's of specified hoist
capacity. Setpoints are determined and adjusted a nti the

ad j ustinent limits are verified. Equipment interlock function,
and backup systems operations are checked. Those functions

having manual operation capability are exercised manually.

During these tests, the various operating parameters such as
motor speed, voltage, and current, hydraulic system pressures and

| load measuring accuracy and setpoints are recorded. At the

| completion of these tests the equipment is checked for

| cleanliness, and the locking of fasteners by lockwire or other
means is verified.

| Equipment installation and testing at the plant site are

controlled by approved installation procedures and preoperational
| test procedures designed to verify conformance with procurement

specifications. Each cornponent is inspected and cleaned prior to
installation into the system. Recommended maintenance, including
any necessary adjustments and calibration, is performed prior to
equipment operation. Preoperational tests also include checks of
all control circuits including interlocks and alarm functions.

The following testing and inspections will be used for both the
containment polar crane and fuel building overhead crane. E

A. Iloists and cable will be load tested at 125% of the rated
load.

Amendment E j

9.1-39 December 30, 1988
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" The fuel building overhead crane
and the containment polar crane meet the intent of
Regulatory Guide 1.29, Positlods C.1 and C.2 and

*

Regulatory Guide 1.13, Positions C.1 and C.6 as
they relate to the ability of the crancs to
withstand the effects of earthquakes. With
respect to radioactive release as a result of fuel
damage, the cranos meet the intent of Regulatory
Guide 1.13, Positio.is C.1 and C.2, and
57.1/ ANSI-N200,ANS 57.2/ ANSI-N210, NUREG-0554, and
NUREG-0612."

1~n se rf A_._

"The refueling machine and the spent
fuel handling machine meet the intent of
Regulatory Guide 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2 and
Regulatory Guide 1.13, Positions C.1 and C.6 as
they relate to the ability of the equipment to
withstand the effects of earthquakes. With

respect to radioactive release as a result of tuel
damage, the machines meet the intent of Regulatory Guide
1.13, Positions C.3 and C.5, ANS 57.1/ ANSI-N208,
ANS57.2/ ANSI-N210, NUREG-0554, and NUREG-0612."

}nserf 3
"The reactor vessel

closure head lift rig and the reactor vessel
internals. lift rigs meet the intent of Regulatory
Guide 1.29, Positions Col.and C.2 and Regulatory',

' - Guide 1.13, Positions C.1 and C.6 as they relate-

to the ability of the lift rigs to withstand the
effects of earthquakes. With respect to
radioactive release as a result of fuel damage,
the lift rigs meet the intent of Regulatory Guide
1.13, Positions C.3 and C.5, ANS 57.1/ ANSI-N208,
ANS 57.2/ ANSI-N210, NUREG-0554, and NUREG-0612.

__ --. . _ _ _ . .__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
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Ouestion 410.120
(9. 4. 6)

The CESSAR states, on pg. 9.4-27, that the containment high
volume purge mitigates the consequences of fuel handling
accidents to within 10CFR100 limits and, on pg. 9.4-30, that
the system is not an ESF. Reconcile the apparent
contradiction.

Response 410.120

(9. 4. 6)

The Containment High Volume Purge System is not an Engineered-
Safety-Feature system. During a postulated fuel handling
accident, the charcoal filtration is credited with filtration
of the release, but no credit is allowed for release reduction
:.esulting from containment isolation or mixing in the
containment atmosphere prior to the release.

A mark-up of CESSAR-DC Sections 9.4,6.1, 9.4.6.3 and 16.12.3
are attached for 11RC review and will be incorporated in the
next amendment.

,

l
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B. Entering and 1 caving chilled water temperatures at supply
ventilation units.

C. Air flow rates for the supply and exhaust units.

D. Chilled water flow rates to supply ventilation units.

9.4.6 COtrl'AINMFNT COOLING AND VENTIIATION SYSTEM

9.4.6.1 Design Basis
E

The Containment Cooling and Ventilation System is designed to
maintai.7 acceptable temperature limits inside containment to
ensure proper operation of equipment and controls during normal
plant operation, normal shutdown and for personnel access during
inspection, testing, and maintenance. It is comprised of the
following subsystems as shown on Figure 9.4-6.

1

A. The containment recirculation cooling subsystem functions
during normal plant operation to maintain a suitable ambient
temperature for equipment located within the containment.
This system also operates during a loss of offsite power.

B. The control element drive mechanism (CEDM) cooling subsystem
functions during normal plant operation to maintain a

j suitable air temperature around the rod drive mechanisms. E

!

I C. The containment air cleanup subsystem operates before and
during personnel entries to reduce airborne radioactivity.

D. The cavity cooling subsystem functions to maintain a
suitable air temperature in closed ended cavities.

E. The high purge supply operates before and during personnel
entries to reduce airborne radioactivity.

F. The low purge is a pressure relief system used to relieve
containment pressure during start-up or shutdown. The IRWST
purge supply and exhaust is normally closed. It is opened
only for personnel access.

I

G. The containment high volume purge mitigates the radiological
consequences of a postulated fuel handling accident inside
containment. Dose at site boundary is well within the
guidelines of 10 CFR 100.

L serY 1 +
|The containment recirculation cooling subsystem is designed to

maintain the average containment air temperature between 60*F and
110aF during normal plant operation with three of four cooling

Amendment I
9.4-27 December 21, 1990
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Insert 1

The Containment High Volume Purge System is not an Engineered-
Safety-Feature system. During a postulated fuel handling
accident, the charcoal filtration is credited with filtration
of the release, but no credit is allowed for release reduction
resulting from containment isolation or mixing in the
containment atmosphere prior to the release.

1

|

l
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The CEDM cooling system consists of two 100% capacity cooling
units each with cooling coils and fan for heat removal with a
continuous flow of cool air across the drive mechanisms where it
is released into the containment and returned over the bridge
wall to be recirculated.

The low purge has two 100% capacity supply fans and two 100%
capacity exhaust fans with filters and heat coil to temper the
supply air and a filter train for the exhaust.

The high purge has two 100% capacity supply fans and two 100% 1
capacity exhaust fans with filters, heating coil, cooling coil to
temper the supply air and a filter train for the exhaust.

The containment air cleanup system consists of two filtration
,

units, each with primary filter, IIEPA filter, carbon filter, and
centrifugal fan. The units circulate a portion of the
containment atmosphere for cleanup prior to and during a personal
entry into containment. They also serve to reduce airborne
activity prior to making a routine atmospheric release of
containment air.

E

The containment recirculation cooling system consists of four 33%
capacity recirculation cooling units, each connected to and
associated recirculation fan.

The CEDM cooling system consists of two 100% capacity cooling
units, each with associated 100% capacity fan.

The containment air cleanup systems each have one third capacity
and the high purge has one third capacity to give a total of 100% y

i capacity required by ANSI /ANS-56.6.
|

, The cavity cooling subsystem consists of two 100% capacity supply
I fans.

9.4.6.3 Safety Evaluation

The Containment Cooling and Ventilation System provides adequate
capacity to assure that proper temperature levels are maintained
in the containment under operating conditions. Sufficient
redundancy is included to assure proper operation of the system E

with one active component out of service. Although not required,
this system operates to maintain the containment temperature
within acceptable limits during a loss of offsite power.

The containment Cooling and Ventilation System is not an
Engineered Safety Feature and no credit has been taken for the
operation of any subsystem or component in analyzing the

d ' Ye<| m A A N A) / /4 4 - c P q c-
consequences of design basis accidents. tac d,
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16.12.3 3.9.3 CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS

Containment Penetrations
3.9.3

3.9 REFUELINO OPERATIONS

3.9.3 Containment Penetrations

LCO 3.9.3 Re containment building penetrations shall be in the following status:

a. He equipment hatch closed and held in place by a minimum of (four]
Solts,

b. One door in each airlock closed,

Each penetration providing direct access from the containment atmospherec.

to the outside atmosphere is either:

1. Closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, manual valve, or
equivalent, or

2. * Capable of being closed by an OPERABLE Containment Purge
and Exhaust isolation System.

he94 *f er d |C A'eacbr- Edb0n
GLwsSn$f |no& clarco< s<r4er6 ad'stm Mcm AfkrsS irs- r f s+adhe

i.s
APPI ICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS

During movement of irradiated fuel within contaimaent.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.1 One or more A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
containment ALTERATIONS
penetrations not in the
required status. AND

A.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel within
containment.

I

|

SYSTEM 80+ 3.9 4

Amendment i
16.12-4 December 21,1990
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RAI No. 480 35(a)*

Page 1 of 2 j
!

| Ouestion 480.35a:
I

!

Although Section 6.5.1,3.R.3 of the CESSAR indicates that a calculation for
NPSil for the containment spray pumps was performed, there is insufficient
information availabic. As required by GDC 38 and SRP 6.2.2 Rev.'4, Item II.2,
provide an NPSH analysis for the containment spray pumps to ensure that pump'

cavitation will not occur during any anticipated operating conditions. This
analysis should be performed in accordance with-Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev. I
and Regulatory Guide 1.1, for both the injection and recirculation phases of a
postulated LOCA. The analysis should be based on maximum expected temperature
of the pumped fluid and no increase in containment pressure from that present
prior to postulated IDCAs. This analysis should have sufficiept detail to
permit the staff to determine the adequacy of the analysis.

Response 480.35a:

The Containment Spray pumps for System 80+ take suction from the

|
In containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). Because this tank is

I inside containment, there is no distinction between the injection and

| recirculation modes of operation.

'
-

;.

The available net positive suction head (NPSHA) was determined using the
i following equation:

NPSHA - 11, + 11,, - lig -H

Where: II, is the pressure (in feet of fluid) that exists at the free

surface of the suction source (IRUST).

|
H,, is the elevation head from the pump- suction to the surface of'

the suction source,

li is the head loss due to fluid flow.g

H is the vapor pressure (in feet ofi fluid) of the fluid at the
VP

pump section.'

-- , -- ., - . - - - --
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,' RAI No. 480 35(a)
Page 2 of 2' 4

* The NPSil for the CS pumps was calculated assuming that IRWST water temperature ,

is equal to the worst case containment temperature and that the containment
pressure corresponding to this condition 's equal to the vapor pressure for
this temperature. These assumptions ensure that no credit is taken for'

containment pressure since the containment and vapor pressure terms cancel out>

of the NPSil equar4on. Moreover, these assumptions agree with the intent of

Regulatory Guice 1.1

The NPSilA equation then reduces to:
,

|

NPSilA - 11 - 11
ss f

The maxiroum expected flow rate for the CSS will result in the minimum NPSilA.

The calculated value for NPSilA for the Containment Spray pumps is

approximately 21 feet. This includes both Safety Injection and Containment
Spray pumps taking suction from the IRWST at runout flows. This NPSilA is
sufficient for pumps commonly available for such service. Equipment has not

been procured for System 80+, Th procurement documentation will specify
ample margin between the NPSil available and the NPSit required. Confirmation

of these requirements will be done during the detailed engineering phase when
vendor data and drawings are available.

.

|

'.

)
|

;

, - - . - .
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Question 480.35(c)

As stated in SRP 6.5.2, Rev. 01, item II,1,a, the operating period of
the containment spray system should not be less than 2 hours, and the
system should be capable of operation in the recirculation mode, on
demand, for a period of at least 1 month following the postulated,

accident. What is the design operating period of the containment spray
system?

Response

Revision 2 of SRP 6.5.2 was issued in December of 1988. Revision 2 no
longer provides a 1 month post-accident operating period as an
acceptance criteria. Revision 2 does, however, state thjat. the operating
period should not be less than 2 hours.

The System 80+ CSS is designed to be consistent with the requirements of
ANSI /ANS-56.5-1979 (Section 7.3.4) which states that " spray equipment
shall be qualified for op3 ration in its post-accident environment for a
minimum of 30 days",

The design operating period for the System 80+ CSS will meet or exceed
thc. design operating period for previously licensed System C0

_

containment Spray Systems,

;

!

!
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1

- Ouestion 480.35e
,

As stated in SRP 6.5.2 Rev. 1, Item II.l.g, the pH of-the aqueous
solution collected in the containment sump after completion of
injection of containment spray and ECCS water, and all additivos
for reactivity control, fission product removal, or other
purpose, should be maintained at a level sufficiently high to-
provide assurance that significant long-term iodino re-evolution
does not occur. Long-term iodine retention with no significant
re-evolution may be assumed only when the equilibrium sump pH,
after mixing and dilution with the primary coolant and ECCS
injection, is above 8.5. CESSAR Section 6.5.3 indicates that the
long-term pH of the recirculated-containment spray solution will
be maintained at a minimum of 7.0. -Justify the difference
betwoon the two long-tcrm pH_ values.

Responso

Revision 2 to Standard Review Plan (SRP) 6.5.2 was issued in
December of 1988. Item II.1 9 of Revision 2 states long-term
iodine retention may be assumed only when the equilibrium sump
solution pH, after mixing and dilution with the primary coolant
and ECCS injection, is above-7. System 80+ complies with this
design requirement.

,

,

4

|

-
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00ESTION 730.9 I

'
a.- There appears to be a discrepancy between the description of

the flow control valve on each subtrain of the EfWS and the ;

graphical representation in Figure 10.4.9-1. In one
instance the valve is shown to be a motor operated valve '

(figure 10.4.91) instead of an air or pneumatic flow
control-valve as shown in Appendix 10A. Clarify the

,

discrepancy and if the valve is air operated identify the
failed state of-the valve and if the valve is air operated
identify the failed state of the_ valve on a loss of air and
describe how the air supply was included.in-the system-
reliability analysis of Appendix 10A.

b. In the reliability analysis of Appendix 10A different
failure probabilities are used for the two motor-driven
pumps failure to run, 1.918E-03 and 6.384E-04. Explain the
difference.

c. Similarly explain the difference in the probabilities used- -

for the failure ~ of the distribution valves in EFW subtrain
Al and subtrain A2.

RESPONSE 730.9 -

i
j a. Figure 10.4.9-1 reflects the current design. The System 80+
: Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) Analysis is currently _
'

being updated to reflect these design changes. -The reli-
ability analysis for the EFWS presented in Appendix 10A also

; will be revised. '

i
; b. The failure probability rate of'6.384E-04 should-have been
: used for both motor-driven pumps failure to run. The error;
L is made in the conservative direction since a-higher failure

probability rate-has been used'for one pump. -Therefore, - - -

there is-no adverso impact on the results.
.

! c. As-explained in the response in part "a," there_have-been
! .many evolutions with regard to power assignments for the

~

' distribution valves. The reliability analysis presented in |

j Appendix A-is based on the following power assignment for -
- the distribution valves
j )

L EFW control valves and SG isolation valves in EFW :!-

subtrains Al and 81 powered from the 125 VDC buses.
,

EFW control valves and SG isolation valves in EFW l

|'
~ subtrains A2 and 82 powered from the 480 VAC motor
control centers (MCCs).

L A loss of power from the electrical' distribution system is-
an element contributing to failure probability of the valve
associated with that source. Since there are two_ different
power _ sources for distribution valves in the EFW subtrains
Al and A2 (and_subtrains B1 and B2), the failure

-

probabilities would naturally be different.
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